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Leser, siet ghy somtyts fout,
Vonnist daarom niet te stout;
Denckt de maecker is een mens!
Niemant ‘Soeckt en Vind’ zijn wens.

Reader, if you sometimes see a fault,
Do not therefore condemn too boldly;
Think the maker is a human!
No one ‘Seeks and Finds’ his wish.

In this poem Adriaen van de Venne, a painter and 
poet in the Golden Age of the Republic, begs the 
reader’s indulgence for unintended errors made by 
him. He also gives a general statement that one does 
not always find what one is searching for. This may 
well have been the first step towards defining the 
meaning of Serendipity. 
One hundred years later, to be exact on 28 January 
1754, Horace Walpole took the next step in his letter 
to his cousin Horace Mann. 
He wrote: “This discovery, indeed, is almost of that 
kind which I call Serendipity, a very expressive word, 
which, as I have nothing better to tell you, I shall 
endeavour to explain to you. You will understand it 
better by the derivation than by the definition. I once 
read a silly fairy tale, called The Three Princes of Serendip. 
As their highnesses travelled, they were always mak-
ing discoveries, by accident and sagacity, of things 
which they were not in the quest of. For instance, one 
of them discovered that a mule blind of the right eye 
had travelled the same road lately, because the grass 
was eaten only on the left side, where it was worse 
than on the right. Now do you understand Seren-
dipity? One of the most remarkable instances of this 
accidental sagacity - for you must observe that no 
discovery of a thing you are looking for comes under 
this description - was of my Lord Shaftsbury. Hap-
pening to dine at Lord Chancellor Clarendon’s, he 
found out the marriage of the Duke of York and Mrs. 
Hyde, by the respect with which her mother treated 
her at the table”. 
Although the ineptness of Walpole’s example fails to 
describe fully the process of Serendipity or its grand 
concept – making discoveries by accident and sagac-
ity – his invention of this new word has left a lasting 
impact in literature and science. 

Introduction

When starting to write a book about the history of 
golf, as so many have done before, I experienced that 
you have to set out in good faith for elsewhere and 
lose your bearings serendipitously. In other words, 
use any accidental and sagacious finds during your 
discovery tour through golf’s history. Knowing the 
discovery of America by Christopher Columbus was 
serendipity gives sufficient comfort. 
The fairy tale Walpole refers to in his letter, The 
Three Princes of Serendip written by the Italian writer 
Michele Tramezzino in 1557, was most probably 
based on a tale of ancient Persian or Indian origin. It 
was a slim volume, but very popular with the riddle 
guessing and fable reading intellectuals of sixteenth 
century Venice. Giovanni Boccaccio’s well known The 
Decameron fits in this category of popular books too.
 It was while trying to find the definitive etymology of 
the word ‘serendipity’. Both by reading Theodore Re-
mer’s book, ‘Serendipity and the Three Princes: From 
the Peregrinaggio’ (1964) and by studying the history 
of Serendip, a former name for Sri  Lanka or Ceylon, 
when I came across an interesting find. One made by 
the Dutch golf historian Albert  Bloemendaal in a 1932 
article of the newspaper Times of Ceylon. That in the 
archives of the Vereenigde Oostindische  Compagnie 
(the Dutch United East Indies Company) in Colombo, 
Sri Lanka, mention is made of the purchase of balls 
and clubs for playing colf.
 The VOC had a trading post in Colombo from 1651 
to 1796 and from the archives it can be determined 
that VOC officers played the game of colf on Ceylon. 
This find is what Walpole meant with the meaning of 
serendipity more than 250 years ago in his 1754 letter. 
It is an encouragement for all, historians and others 
alike, to continue to discover things the finder was 
not in search of and to be serendipitous in the matter 
of adventure through golfing history. There are still 
many mysteries to be resolved. 
The date 1754 rings a bell with many golf adepts 
around the world, as it is the officially recognized 
founding date of the Royal and Ancient Golf Club 
of St Andrews. Although The Royal Burgess Golfing 
Society of Edinburgh still holds the title of the oldest 
golf club or society in Scotland. St Andrews is today 
recognized as the home of the modern game of golf 
as it originated from the ancient golfing societies in 
Scotland. 
In that same respect, golf historians consider Ed-
inburgh to be the ancient birthplace of golf in 

Scotland. This was long before golf started on its 
unprecedented growth in popularity from the mid-
dle of the nineteenth century with the advent of the 
new gutta percha ball during the modern industrial 
age of  Victorian Britain. There is no doubt the mod-
ern game of golf, as we know it today, originated in 
 Scotland. The game then spread over the world with 
the global expansion of the British Empire. Eventu-
ally to reach the shores of the Netherlands in 1893. 
However, the early game of golf’s origins in Scotland 
and its relationship with the game of colf played in 
the Low Countries in the late middle ages and later, 
is the subject of continuous research by golf histo-
rians. The pioneer golf historian of the game of colf 
in the Low Countries was J.A. (Aijolt) Brongers. He 
extensively published articles in the magazine Golf 
of the Nederlandse Golf Federatie between 1937 until 
his unfortunate early death in a plane crash in 1954. 
S.J.H. (Steven) van Hengel took an interest in the pio-
neering work of Brongers. He continued the research, 
especially in city archives, looking for edicts and or-
dinances about the early game of colf or ‘het sollen 
metten colve’. His work is compiled in the book Early 
Golf, published in 1985. Sadly, Steven van Hengel 
unexpectedly died in that same year, the day before 
his finest moment. He was to officially present his 
book during the traditional luncheon of the Royal 
and Ancient Golf Club of St Andrews, of which he 
was a proud member. The occasion was on the final 
Sunday of the Open Championship, held that year at 
Royal St Georges, which I attended too. A sad ending 
to a glorious moment. 
His work is a true monument to the historical re-
search of the early game of golf and the possible 
relationship of the games existing in both Scotland 
and the Low Countries. His work has enticed many 
people to have a closer look at the origins of the game 
of golf and to contribute to resolving its many un-
folding mysteries. 
I had the privilege of knowing Steven van Hengel per-
sonally, since joining the Kennemer Golf & Country 
Club at a young age in 1964, and later serving with 
him in the Committee of the club between 1979 and 
1982. Van Hengel was an experienced banker in Am-
sterdam and I was lucky to have the opportunity to 
do internship with his bank during my law studies 
at Leiden University. During our many contacts, I 
was intrigued by his extensive knowledge of history 
and especially his keen interest in the early game of 
colf in the Low Countries. 
Colf gradually disappeared as a game during the lat-
ter part of the eighteenth century as the newer game 
of kolf evolved from it. We are fortunate that an over-
load of iconographic material, paintings, drawings, 
engravings, scriptures, etc, have been left from the 
period when the game was at its peak of popularity, 
so there is sufficient material for historians to dig 
into. Colf player on a Delft Blue tile
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Following Steven’s passing, I too have taken an in-  
terest in golf history and in particular the game of 
colf during the period of the Golden Age in the Low 
Countries. This book is homage to his great work as 
a golf historian that has inspired many to continue 
the search for furthers clues. 
Van Hengel introduced the standard rule to use the 
word ‘colf’ with a ‘c’ when it relates to the early game 
of colf in the Low Countries; and ‘kolf’ with a ‘k’ when 
it relates to the newer mostly indoor game of kolf 
that gradually replaced the older gamer of colf. ‘Golf’ 
with a ‘g’ relates to the modern game as we play it 
today and originating from Scotland. 
The Low Countries, ruled by the Burgundy House 
and later the Habsburg House, originally consisted 
of seventeen provinces, roughly the same area as the 
present Benelux territories. It is often referred to as 
either the Burgundy Netherlands or the Habsburg 
Netherlands. In the second half of the sixteenth 
century, the provinces of the Netherlands started 
to revolt against the Spanish Habsburg oppression. 
England and the Netherlands, with a common en-
emy in Spain were both successful in beating their 
shared opponent and forming alliances when neces-
sary, notwithstanding the many conflicts between 
the two nations for supremacy at sea. 
Eventually the northern seven provinces of the 
 Habsburg Netherlands seceded and formed the 
Republic of the United Seven Provinces of the 
 Netherlands ruled by the States General in part-
nership with the Stadtholdership of the House of 
Orange- Nassau. The provinces of the southern 
Netherlands remained under the Catholic Spanish 
Habsburg rule and this led to a huge exodus from 
Flanders of Protestant intellectuals, merchants and 
artisans to the northern neighbouring Republic. The 
combination of religious and intellectual freedom in 
the new state format resulted in a period of tremen-
dous prosperity in this newly unified nation known 
as the Golden Age of the Republic. 
The relationship between Scotland and the Low 
Countries during the time of the Burgundy 
 Netherlands and before had always been very close. 
Both nations were, commercially and personally, 
very much interrelated, even at the highest level of 
the royal House of Stuart. This continued after the 
unification of the crowns of Scotland and England, 
when in 1603 the Stuart King, James VI of Scotland, 
succeeded the most famous Tudor Queen of England, 
Elizabeth I, to the English crown to become King 
James I of England. This event not only brought the 
royal and ancient game of golf to England at the 
grounds of Blackheath near Greenwich Palace. It also 
led to a Prince of Orange gaining the united thrones 
of Scotland and England as King William III in 1688. 
The game of golf remained very much a pastime of 
Scottish gentlemen. However, it only managed to 
survive as an activity of a few golfing societies in and 

around Edinburgh united by Masonic tradition until 
its final breakthrough as a popular game in Victorian 
nineteenth century. 
What the early origins of golf in Scotland are is still 
uncertain but most clues point towards the period 
of Normanisation of Britain following the victory of 
William the Conqueror at the Battle of Hastings in 
1066. Then the state of Flanders was by far the most 
powerful and influential nation in Western Europe 
with a strong Carolingian lineage. William himself 
was a bastard son of a noble woman of Flanders giv-
ing him the proper lineage and he married Princess 
Matilda, Duchess of Flanders, to further strengthen 
the royal lineage. 
The top layer of the society in Normandy was greatly 
influenced by people of Flanders. The Norman Con-
quest was most probably a conquest by Normandy, 
led by people from Flanders too, who settled in Eng-
land in large numbers and eventually took over the 
royalty in Scotland. This would give credibility to the 
theory that golf in this manner was introduced as a 
game to Scotland and that these Flemish immigrants 
formed the basis of the continued close relationships 
between Scotland and the Low Countries. 
The earliest mention of the game of colf known is 
in a scripture of the poet from Flanders Jacob Mae-
rlant in his Boeck Merlijn of 1261. This book written 
in the old-Dutch language was based on the earlier 
book Le Livre de Merlin written by Robert de Boron 
in old-French. Where De Boron writes ‘d’enfanz qui 
jouent à la çoule’ and ‘si hauce la croce’, Maerlant says 
‘kinder...slogen dar eynen bal’ and ‘gaff ...enen slach 
...met ener colven’. These children were playing a ball 
game and hitting with a club. 
This leads me to believe the early game of colf in 
the Low Countries, ‘sollen met den colve’ and ‘souler 
à la crosse’ are one and the same game, albeit in the 
two languages spoken in the Low Countries, French 
and Dutch. Interestingly the game of crosse, le jeu de 
crosse, is still played in southern part of modern-day 
Belgium in the area of Mons or Bergen. Historians 
Geert and Sara Nijs extensively described the game 
of crosse in their book Choule, The Non-Royal but most 
Ancient Game of Crosse published in 2008. 
Etymology is in itself a powerful tool to support or 
strengthen historical theses and to decipher histori-
cal problems. It is not an exact science and is open to 
interpretation. Most modern-day words have their 
roots in the past and etymology can show the way to 
more clarity. The word golf had been subject to many 
etymological surveys. Interestingly the English word 
club is etymologically derived from the Latin word 
clava, meaning club or stick, as is the Dutch word 
colf. Therefore, the words club and colf have the same 
meaning and the same derivation of the word clava 
the Romans used. 
This is an acceptable conclusion as the Romans colo-
nized and ruled over Brittania (south of Hadrian’s 

Wall) and Terra Belgica (the Low Countries or Flan-
ders west of the Rhine and north of the Seine) dur-
ing the same period (ca 0-500 AD). In both territories, 
the word clava had its own evolution as many other 
words too. In the Low Countries, from medieval 
times, the game of colf was popular and went by the 
name, ‘het sollen met den colve’, the ball game with the 
club. This evolved to the single word ‘colven’ meaning 
to play colf or just to colf. 
The question now is whether and when, the word 
colf, meaning the game of colf, was imported into 
England or Scotland. In addition, did this word ety-
mologically evolve to become the modern-day word 
golf? To cut a corner in this introduction one could 
state the expression golf club, in the sense of the stick 
to play the ball game with, is in a way a tautology as 
both words golf and club etymologically relate to the 
meaning stick. This leads to the logical conclusion 
that the word golf in Britain is a later day imported 
word from the Low Countries and relates to the game 
played rather than the stick used for the game. 

Etymology does open new roads to resolving ques-
tions relating to the history of golf, the historia gol-
fiana. In that sense I have always wondered whether 
the word putt, used in golf for the important final 
stroke to the hole or flagstick as the target, has any re-
lation to the word butt. A word the Scottish language 
uses for the target in archery, knowing the ancient 
archery and golfing societies were closely related, of-
ten containing the same people as members. 
All golf historians know the Act of Parliament of 
1457 banning playing the game of golf in Edinburgh 
and other cities in Scotland in favour of practicing 
archery: ...and at ye futebawe and ye golf be utterly cryt 
done and not usyt. And at ye bowe markes be made at all 
parochkirks a pair of butts. Why not use the same word 
for the target, i.e. the butt. A good putt is a good shot 
at the target.  

I am also intrigued by the history of Bruntsfield 
Links in Edinburgh, considered the birthplace of 
golf in Scotland. This is where organised golf start-
ed in the early eighteenth century as a continuation 
of the early game of golf on this playground loca-
tion for some time before. It was the first king of 
 Scotland, King David I (1124 and 1153), who granted 
the community of the royal burgh Edinburgh the 
extensive area of land lying south of the city called 
the ‘ Borough-mour’. 
Magistrates used their charter rights of 1508 to allow 
their citizens to use the terrain where‘…inhabitants 
sometimes amused themselves at the golf’ although ‘it 
was an unfit place for any person to walk in’ because of 
the many quarry holes. After the wood of the forest 
of Burgmuir had been cut and the terrain had been 
quarried the area was quite dangerous. It gradually 
was turned into a playground and given the name 
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Bruntsfield Links adjacent to Bruntsfield House. 
After this playground became overcrowded, the golf 
players moved to Leith, the town port of Edinburgh. 
There, on the sandy coastal area outside the city walls, 
they established a new links as a playground. This 
is where the Company of Edinburgh Golfers estab-
lished itself in 1744. Other golfing societies moved 
from Bruntsfield Links to Musselburgh where the 
Honourable Company eventually joined them too. 
Bruntsfield Links, as the first real playground for 
organised golf, was therefore quite a distance from 
the coastal areas of Edinburgh. The question arises 
as to whether the word links is not to be considered 
meaning a designated playground where golf and 
other games were played. 
I have discussed and reproduced the poem The GOFF 
by Thomas Mathison in its entirety as it gives a play-
ful but comprehensive description in a classical man-
ner of golf being played in Edinburgh in the middle 
of the eighteenth century. 
The comparison with Haarlem is interesting too, 
as Albrecht, Count of Holland, granted De Baen 
to this city in 1389 as a playground for everlasting 
days. Here the citizens played their most favourite 
games, such as colf and caets, and practiced archery 
too. They would also form their societies called Schut-
terijen. To this day De Baen is still a public park in the 
Haarlemmer Hout, much like Bruntsfield Links in 
Edinburgh is. 
I have given an overview of the early game of caets in 
the Low Countries, a precursor of the modern game 
of tennis, because of the many similarities with colf. 
Colf and caets were the two most popular pastimes 
and used the same type of leathery balls, albeit with 
different sizes. In his book Heeft yemant lust met bal, 

of met reket te spelen the historian Cees de Bondt has 
given a wonderful survey of the old game of caets as 
it was played in the Low Countries. 
The game of colf took to the ice in winter when ordi-
nary economic life had come to a standstill because of 
frozen waterways and the freezing cold temperatures. 
The Little Ice Age, as we still call it today, during the 
early part of the Golden Age of the Republic was a 
period of frequent long and cold winters. 
Many well-known painters of that period have il-
lustrated scenes of winter amusements. It is almost 
surprising to see how many scenes contain people 
playing colf, the most popular pastime on ice togeth-
er with ice skating and sleighing. These images give 
us a huge amount of information on how the game 
was played and what material was used. The similari-
ties between the game of colf in the Low Countries 
and the game of golf in Scotland are quite remarkable. 
This leads to the question what relationship there is 
between colf and golf and what the origins of both 
games are. We indeed may have to go back to the days 
of the Norman Conquest to find an answer and to 
determine whether the people of Flanders coloniz-
ing Britain introduced the ancient game of golf to 
Alba (Scotland). 
It is quite clear that the clubs used in the Low Coun-
tries and Scotland are different, the leaden colf ver-
sus the wooden club. Although occasionally, Dutch 
painters pictured the ‘Schotse kliek’, an imported club 
from Scotland or England (Blackheath). In his poem, 
Six van Chandelier also makes the distinction be-
tween the colf and the cleek from Scotland. 
When the game of colf in the Republic gradually 
faded away into obscurity during the eighteenth 
century, golf in Scotland became an organised game. 

There the few golfing societies managed to keep the 
game going as a pastime and save it from extinction 
before golf’s sudden explosion in popularity in the 
latter part of the nineteenth century. 
Where relevant I have intertwined the history of golf 
with other historical events taking place so as not to 
isolate golf history itself but to create an understand-
ing of the development of colf and golf in the context 
of the broader history of society. 
I have given a short survey of the beginnings of mod-
ern golf in the Netherlands in the 1890s. It was much 
a game organised by the Dutch aristocrats and well-
to- do citizens rather than a game played by British 
expats in the Netherlands. The close personal and 
commercial relations between the British and Dutch 
nations in the East Indies are an important reason for 
the growth in popularity of British outdoor sports in 
the Netherlands during the latter part of the nine-
teenth century. 
Four golf clubs established themselves in the 
 Netherlands between 1893 and 1895: The Hague Golf 
Club, Doornsche Golf Club, Rosendaelsche Golf Club 
and Hilversumsche Golf Club. It would take another 
fifteen years before the foundation of Kennemer Golf 
Club in 1910 at Santpoort. 
This book has been written in English to enable a 
broader public with an interest in the history of colf 
played in the Low Countries and its relationship with 
Scotland to access the information. For this reason 
too, a short survey is given of the early beginnings 
of golf in the Netherlands to 1910 when Kennemer 
Golf Club was founded. 

I wish you much enjoyment reading this book.
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